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A new era of lean

L

EAN PRINCIPLES HAVE played a significant

As a result, digital technologies and lean principles

role in driving efficiency across organizations

are intersecting in what is commonly termed

through their emphasis on cost reduction,

“digital lean”—which can be a powerful combination

focus on waste elimination, and reliance on letting

of timeless lean principles and constantly evolving

customer demands drive processes. Although lean

digital technologies to decrease waste and

originated in manufacturing, its core tenets are

variability in processes.

found across many kinds of enterprises and
applied in diverse ways. Lean can work in whatever

The emergence of this new era begs new questions:

domain it is applied because it provides a data-

How do Industry 4.0 digital and physical

based approach to decision-making, emphasizing

technologies enhance lean manufacturing? What

the tracking of root causes. Lean is often

principles of lean manufacturing remain relevant

considered optimal for identifying hidden issues

today, will be relevant in the future, and apply to

and emphasizes continuous improvement.1

companies embracing digital lean? What are some
of the benefits of digital lean—and common pitfalls

The application of lean principles within a

that practitioners should avoid? How should a

manufacturing context extends back several

practitioner even get started? This report aims to

decades, even if the essential idea of reducing

answer these and other questions in exploring

waste and driving efficiencies existed long before

how Industry 4.0 enables companies to become

the term “lean” was coined. But lean as we

digital lean.

understand it today has coalesced into a set of
principles that has transformed manufacturing.

WHAT IS INDUSTRY 4.0?

For their part, in more recent years, Industry 4.0

To learn more about how Industry 4.0
signifies the promise of a new industrial
revolution—one that marries advanced
production and operations techniques
with smart digital technologies to
create a digital enterprise—visit the
Deloitte Insights Industry 4.0 collection.

digital and physical technologies have made
possible new accomplishments of speed, cohesion,
flexibility, and automation that have forever
altered what production looks like. Advances in
robotics, materials, and artificial intelligence are all
poised to be the future vanguards of manufacturing
and beyond.2
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What is lean?

W

ITH ROOTS IN Japanese automobile

does not add value. In so doing, lean enables

manufacturing that date back to the

quicker responses to changing customer demands

1930s, lean represents a set of principles

and results in faster and more robust production,

to minimize waste, enabling more productive time.

increased quality, and lower costs.

And, despite its manufacturing pedigree, lean can
work in any process-driven environment regardless

Figure 1 depicts the seven types of waste that lean

of industry. The end objective of lean is to identify—

processes commonly aim to eliminate.3

and eliminate or change—any part of a process that
FIGURE 1

The seven kinds of waste

Inventory

Overproduction

Working capital and
space used for raw
materials, components,
and work-in-progress
and ﬁnished
products

Capacity utilized to
produce goods that
are not required

Defects

Transport

Materials, labor, and
time used to produce
noncompliant products

Transport of materials
across locations that
adds zero value to the
product

7
types of waste

Overprocessing

Movement

Unnecessary use of
Movement of
technologies, technical
personnel or
speciﬁcations,
machinery that
oversized
adds zero value to
Waiting
equipment, and
the product
No-value-added time
resources
that increases lead
time to fulﬁll
customer demand

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Digital lean as a game changer
for continuous improvement

D

IGITAL LEAN IS not a new set of lean

Figure 2 illustrates how both traditional lean and

principles, per se, but it enhances lean

digital lean processes typically mitigate the seven

principles to make their application more

waste types.

powerful. While systems of record, such as

enterprise resource planning, often report on

Key enablers of digital lean

operations as they impact company and plant
financials, many digital lean systems of innovation
produce detailed information on all aspects of a

Digital lean generally requires three key enablers at

process. Digital lean uses Industry 4.0 and other

a plant, and every plant will have different

digital tools to provide more accurate, precise, and

immediate needs across the three areas.4

timely information about operations. It not only
impact of core lean tools, such as kanban, which we

GETTING THE DATA: IT AND
OT COLLABORATION

will discuss later. Moreover, the increased

Prior to Industry 4.0, information technology (IT)

availability of high-frequency data from Industry

and operational technology (OT) were mostly two

4.0 technologies, coupled with growing processing

distinct areas with little to no overlap. To unlock its

helps realize lean principles but also increases the

power, has led to new analytics and insights that

full potential, digital lean requires an integration of

were virtually impossible several years ago.

IT and OT (control systems, industrial networks,
etc.), which brings plant and operations data to
plant and business users.

The reduction of waste:
Traditional vs. digital lean

STANDARDIZED PROCESSES: PROCESS
AND DATA MANAGEMENT

Digital lean can complement the gains from

Plant processes generate data that serves as input

traditional lean in reducing the waste types during

for digital lean. But if processes are not carried out

production depicted in figure 1. Digital lean

with standardization and discipline, accurate and

accelerates waste identification and mitigation

continuous data could not be forthcoming. As a

faster than traditional lean methods by giving

result, the impact of a digital lean initiative would

targeted, detailed information directly to those

be muted. Key in this regard is the role of plant

who can reduce waste. However, digital lean also

leadership in defining and enforcing processes to

provides an opportunity to target hidden

ultimately provide more accurate data.

components of waste, such as information
and that cumulatively add up to higher support

BRINGING THE PROCESS TO LIFE: DATAENABLED TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS

costs and reduced efficiency and output, resulting

As important as IT and OT collaboration and

in tangible bottom-line impact.

disciplined process and data management are,

asymmetry and latency, that often go unnoticed

relevant technological platforms should be

4
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leveraged to truly harness the benefits of digital

consider factors such as platform flexibility,

lean. When choosing a technology platform, such

integration with other systems, and data

as a digital twin, organizations should be sure to

administration.

FIGURE 2

How digital lean can improve on traditional lean waste reduction
What traditional lean
identifies and mitigates

How digital lean improves
on traditional lean

Overproduction

Traditional lean mitigates the
overproduction caused by the
asynchronization between demand and
supply, including delayed demand signals
and rigid processes constraints.

Digital lean can provide real-time visibility
into the value stream to proactively adjust
capacity, avoiding the building of goods that
are not required.

Inventory

Instability across the value stream is
often absorbed in additional inventory.
Lean methods allow products to be
manufactured only in the quantity needed
and at the time required.

Digital lean can enhance operations with
real-time visibility of the work-in-progress
inventory throughout the production process
to identify unexpected inventory buildup.

Defects

Poor product design and process control
Digital lean helps identify the precise asset,
increase defects across the value stream,
process step, or product feature that is
causing rework or scrap. Traditional lean
causing defects and reducing first-pass yield.
can help reduce defects by establishing
standards in the way assets are maintained,
processes are defined, and products are
designed.

Overprocessing

Traditional lean can help avoid processing
not required by the customer that is
performed across the value stream, such
as overinspection or unnecessary high
tolerances.

Digital lean connects and integrates the life
cycle of a product (and the value stream)
through a digital twin: a continuous thread
of data mirrors development, production,
and use that stretches from the initial design
through the lifetime of the product.

Waiting time

Unbalanced operations, bottlenecks,
downtime, and poor production planning
increase the waiting time along the process,
where employees, materials, and assets
are not adding value. Traditional lean
approaches help mitigate waiting time.

Digital lean reduces waiting through dynamic
rerouting of operations based on updates
on the real-time status of assets, quick
identification of bottlenecks, and multiple
simulations of optimized scenarios.

Worker movement

Poor design of production lines and
cells increase unnecessary motion for
operators to complete value-added tasks.
Lean processes address these additional
movements that do not add any value
to the product and contribute to longer
production times.

Digital lean, through analyzing performance
data or using augmented and virtual reality
simulations, can better inform the design of
layouts and equipment to optimize worker
movement.

Transport

Lean reduces the nonlinear processes—or
processes scattered across the shop floor—
that require transportation of materials
from distant storage to the point of use.

Digital lean can quantify the amount of
transportation time required per product
or process, enabling the identification of
opportunities to better streamline and
organize the shop floor.

Waste type

Source: Deloitte analysis.
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Digital lean in manufacturing
plants: Lean tools enhanced

A

S DISCUSSED, THE core principles of lean

and whether that extension will add value to the

can help us identify the types of waste to

traditional approach.

eliminate. However, as these principles are

thematic, it is important to drill down a level

Each traditional lean tool serves a unique function

further to understand the tactical drivers of

on the manufacturing floor. For example, to create

traditional and digital lean that affect the more

a consistent production flow, a manufacturer may

granular tasks and activities in a manufacturer’s

turn to heijunka, a scheduling methodology that

lean program.

“levels” production to balance and optimize
workloads across the plant floor. As another

Take, for example, the case of a medical equipment

example, judicious application of kanban signals

manufacturer. In that environment, the credo may

when the inbound flow of materials or products is

be to craft a higher-quality product, yet there are

needed just in time. A different lean tool, total

so many ways to do so by innovating or improving

productive maintenance, may be the tool of choice

the people, processes, or technologies on the shop

to proactively address equipment performance,

floor. With high morale and robust training, a

eliminate breakdowns, or ensure that optimized

worker’s productivity and attention to detail may

production flows are not disrupted.5

increase. However, you could also further that
vision by utilizing new digital lean capabilities,

The application of the key enablers mentioned

such as a smart screwdriver that captures torque

above, when paired with the traditional lean

values and runs analytics to determine whether a

methods and tools, form the heart of the digital

fastener is correctly installed or whether an input

lean transformation—in essence making lean tools

material is defective. As companies transition from

digital. Figure 3 provides more detail on how just a

traditional to digital lean, it is important that they

few lean tools can be extended to digital lean.

understand the digital extension of each lean tool,
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FIGURE 3

Digital lean extends the reach of traditional lean tools
Lean tool
Kanbani

Definition
(traditional lean)

Traditional lean
examples

A signaling mechanism
used to control work
and indicate the
need for resource
replenishment or
process status

Bins are filled with in• Auto-ID technology such as RFID
process components
sensors can be applied to track unitat a workstation. Once
level parts/material consumption in real
parts/raw materials
time, triggering replenishment activity
are consumed to a
automatically.
predetermined level,
• Other Industry 4.0 technologies, such
operators from previous
as the digital twin and machine learning,
manufacturing steps
can simulate and optimize kanban bin
realize they have to
quantities such as stock and delivery
replenish the bin.
frequency.

Digital lean examples

Total
A system that optimizes
productive
equipment performance
maintenance and workflows
(TPM)ii

TPM is typically
performed periodically
based on runtime,
cycles, and other criteria
to service equipment
before a failure would
typically occur.

Heijunkaiii

A traditional scheduling
methodology
for multiproduct
environments, where
production is “leveled”
by strategically
alternating the product
mix to be manufactured
in a given period

Establishing the size of
• Advanced analytics can stabilize planning
production runs on the
by using historical data from previous
heijunka “wheel” is often
production runs to create optimized
done periodically due
schedules based on machine availability,
to the complication of
process quality, and resource requirements.
calculating the ideal run
size for each turn of the
wheel.

3P
(production,
preparation,
process)iv

A collaborative
process in which
cross-functional teams
use crude physical
representations of
the manufacturing
environments to create
new processes and
products

As part of a 3P exercise,
companies often
construct cardboard or
2x4 mock-ups of future
manufacturing lines,
taking significant space
and time and likely
creating waste.

• Advanced sensors and machine learning
algorithms enable predictive maintenance,
where equipment is serviced based on
sensor conditions on the equipment (e.g.,
vibration, force, temperature). This enables
extending maintenance intervals while
simultaneously reducing failure events.

• Equipment connected to the Industrial
Internet of Things and more advanced
aggregation of process and production
data allow 3P practitioners to ideate and
design based on true “hot points” in their
production environment.  
• Digitally rendering the newly developed
product line or process yields many
benefits, including, but not limited to,
interaction with contributors who can’t be
physically present (sister manufacturing
sites, suppliers of machine equipment, etc.),
which are not possible with the traditional
3P approach.
• The 3P team can use the digital twin with
data analytics to simulate the processes
to troubleshoot the design, optimize
parameters, and explore additional
improvement opportunities.

Sources: i. Laukik P. Raut, Rajat B. Wakode, and Pravin Talmale, “Overview on kanban methodology and its implementation,”
International Journal for Scientific Research & Development 3 (2015): pp. 2518–21; ii. Tina Kanti Agustiady and Elizabeth
A. Cudney, Total Productive Maintenance: Strategies and Implementation Guide (Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2016); iii. Andreas
Hüttmeir et al., “Trading off between heijunka and just-in-sequence,” University of Lausanne, (2009); Villanova University,
“What is heijunka?,” updated February 6, 2018; iv. Paulina Rewers, Justyna Trojanowska, and Przemysław Chabowski, “Tools
and methods of lean manufacturing: A literature review,” proceedings of the 7th International Technical Conference, Czech
Republic, 2016, pp.135–139; Deloitte analysis.
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GLOBAL PLASTICS LEADER GOES DIGITAL LEAN
A global leader in plastics had long practiced traditional lean principles in its manufacturing
processes, but the company still lacked data visibility and process standardization. As a result, the
company experienced eroding margins from lost manufacturing productivity and was unable to
meet its aggressive sustainability and innovation goals.
To achieve productivity, sustainability, and innovation targets, the company embarked on a digital
culture transformation and a new set of digital lean capabilities. Specifically, the company built a
digital manufacturing core by capturing high-frequency machine data in an operational historian,
essentially a time-series database application. It then leveraged connected asset data and, applying
lean and digital techniques, improved performance further. The company also sought buy-in from
key stakeholders, particularly those who influence user adoption on the production floor. The
final step was to introduce a chief digital officer and new cross-business unit teams to own the
digital transformation.
The transformation from lean to digital lean is expected to generate improvement in earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization of US$20 million annually, reduce costs by 15% per
line per year, and improve overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) by 11% annually. Perhaps more
importantly, the transformation instilled a digital mindset in the organizational culture.6
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Benefits of digital lean

W

HEN DIGITAL LEAN is implemented

manufacturing process armed with only traditional

successfully, organizations can expect to

tools, such as kaizen, can make great progress

reduce costs and improve quality, in

initially, but its productivity increases typically

turn leading to better productivity and a stronger

shrink over time.7 With digital lean, the

return on investment (ROI) when compared with

manufacturer can build on its lean foundation and

individual digital or traditional lean improvement

leverage new technologies, such as machine

projects implemented in isolation.

learning and predictive maintenance, to solve
previously unsolvable business problems and
unlock previously unreachable productivity

A new productivity frontier

frontiers. A general progression of optimization is
shown in figure 4.

A manufacturer that relentlessly focuses on
eliminating waste and continuously improving the
FIGURE 4

Optimum manufacturing performance requires new tools
Drives value through disruption

Reduces variation

From today (lean) to …

tomorrow (digital-enabled)

Complexity
barrier

Value

Quality
sensing &
detection

Factory asset
intelligence

Factory
dynamic
scheduling

Plant energy
Augmented
management
workforce

Digital manufacturing
transformation
optimization curve

Fully integrated digital options release
the complete potential of Industry 4.0
Six
Sigma
Learn
Labor
arbitrage

Traditional lean
optimization curve

Eﬀort
Sources: Deloitte analysis; Christopher Prinz, Niklas Kreggenfeld, and Bernd Kuhlenkötter,
“Lean meets Industrie 4.0: A practical approach to interlink the method world and
cyber-physical world,” Procedia Manufacturing 23 (2018): pp. 21–6.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Intense management practices
and technology deployment
drive ROI and enhance
performance measures

performance measures such as improving OEE,
reducing cost, and improving safety and
sustainability. When approaching the plateau of
the traditional lean optimization curve,
manufacturers have seen considerable incremental

There is clear business value in traditional lean

value across all traditional measures by focusing on

improvement and technology or IT implementation

digital lean improvements, as figure 5 suggests.

projects. However, when manufacturers implement
digital solutions combined with intense

The ranges in figure 5 are percentages of available

management processes (including lean, Six Sigma,

opportunity and are driven by several factors that

etc.), many manufacturers can achieve higher ROI

should be evaluated during business case

when compared with lower-intensity deployments

development. To achieve the greatest ROI,

or digital projects implemented in isolation. Digital

manufacturers should focus digital lean initiatives

lean already unites digital with management

and programs in the largest areas of opportunity.

practices to solve business problems. An

These generally include unlocking the capacity of

organization that uses digital lean with intensity on

constrained assets, improving strategic asset

applicable, high-value business problems can

efficiency, decreasing comparatively high total

potentially expect to see the greatest returns.

costs of poor quality, decreasing labor spend, and

8

decreasing or eliminating unnecessary raw
Moreover, digital lean transformations and

material cost.

improvement projects target long-established

FIGURE 5

Digital lean business opportunity and value
POTENTIAL BENEFITS

Improved
asset eﬃciency

Improved
quality

Reduced
costs

Improved
safety and sustainability

10–20%

10–35%

20–30%

3–10%

Optimized capacity

Scrap rates

Labor cost

Safety incidents

Asset utilization

Fill rate

Sourcing cost

Employee satisfaction

Changeover time

Yield

Inventory levels

Sustainable practices

Downtime

Lead times

Maintenance cost

Environmental impact

Warranty cost

Overall equipment eﬀectiveness
Source: Deloitte analysis.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Avoiding the challenges
of digital lean

T

Choose the right starting point

RANSFORMING TO DIGITAL lean will come
with challenges. However, these can be
overcome with an understanding of its

Before launching a digital lean effort, it is

common pitfalls and proper planning.

important to identify the right starting point. Often,
companies choose a well-understood plant or line
on which to focus. However, within that plant or

Focus on value first,
technology second

line, they will need to evaluate the people, process,
and technology readiness to choose the exact
starting point.

When implementing new technologies,
manufacturers often get caught up in a digital

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

program that does not focus on solving the most

Digital lean transformations require people to

urgent business problems, but rather explores a

learn different ways of working, behaviors, and

technology. Poorly targeted technology projects

decision-making. Ask yourself questions such as,

and process improvements can lead to program

does the plant leadership make changes stick, or is

fatigue (“pilot purgatory” or “random acts of

this a struggle? Are the operators resistant to

digital”) and even negative returns for a business.

change how they’ve been working for years,

This can be avoided by conducting a detailed

possibly decades? Will the operators and leaders

assessment, ensuring initiatives align to where

believe the data or their experience more? Is there

there is opportunity to capture value, and

a change management program in place to guide

developing rigorous business cases that can be

the transformation, or will it need to be developed?

tracked during implementation. Each discrete

The answers to these questions about a target plant

initiative should drive improvement of agreed-

or line should help determine the place to start

upon operational metrics (or key performance

digital lean efforts.

indicators) that can be linked to hard financial
benefits. As initiatives are implemented, metrics
should be tracked and reported to ensure program
value is captured.
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CONSISTENCY IN PROCESS

also socialize the impact of the tool to further

Moreover, lean principles focus on reducing waste

increase adoption. These actions represent one

and, as a result, reduce process variation. Digital

part of a robust change management plan, which is

lean accomplishes this objective more efficiently.

often critical to ensuring networkwide adoption of

When choosing a starting point, it is beneficial to

the new tools.

start with a problem to solve where the production
process is consistent and is well known by the

While buy-in from formal leadership is important,

plant. Questions to consider include, is the relevant

the buy-in from the people who hold informal

standard available and up to date? How relevant is

influence is also important. While in a

the actual production process? Is production

manufacturing environment, spend time observing

performance tracked rigorously? Is there a

the shop floor. Ask who the influencers are—the

continuous improvement group or process in

people who provide answers to knotty questions

place? Are root causes of defects and maintenance

and who always seem willing to lend a helping

issues clearly understood?

hand. While these influencers may not hold formal
authority, they have plenty of informal authority

TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT

and credibility, which may actually be even more

Often, digital lean initiatives require a solid

powerful. Gaining the buy-in of these influential

foundation of technology. For example, does the

individuals who garner power and respect among

facility have satisfactory network connectivity? Is

colleagues will likely validate the tool or initiative

critical process data currently being extracted from

and can create a higher likelihood of success.

machines and other process stages? If so, is the
data in a format that is digestible? Enabling the

Avoid near-term focus

technology to capture data is one of the
foundational steps to becoming digitally lean and
realizing the previously mentioned benefits.

In dynamic business environments, spending time,
energy, and money to invest in strategic projects
that may not deliver immediate value can be

Don’t just assume stakeholder
buy-in—secure it

as a plant may be more interested in hiring a

Few people like change. Overcoming the “this is

current environment rather than an individual who

challenging. This also applies to talent acquisition,
skilled technician who can deliver right away in the

how we’ve always done it” mindset is challenging.

is interested in learning and adopting new digital

Engaging the workforce early and often can be

ways of working. The business case for a complete

critical for any digital lean initiative, including

digital lean transformation is generally focused

expressing the value of the tool to every

around step-change improvements, not

stakeholder. The best way to do this could be to

incremental improvements. This type of

develop user personas for each stakeholder that

transformation potentially yields high benefits, as

illustrate how the new tool can add value to their

we discussed earlier, but it is most importantly a

daily job. Involving the primary users of the tool

journey that changes the ways of working,

from the start can significantly increase adoption

employees’ behaviors, and how decisions are made

and utilization of the tool. In addition, this would

in a plant, which does not happen overnight.
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Concluding thoughts:
A way to get started

D

IGITAL LEAN IS typically effective and

But how should one go about setting forth down

robust. It can reduce the effort to

the digital lean path? One plausible approach may

understand operations and generate more

begin with thinking big, then starting small, and,

accurate, precise, and timely information. It is

finally, scaling fast.

more than a set of Industry 4.0 tools—
encompassing re-evaluating current processes

Thinking big establishes the vision and the

using a digital mindset, changing behaviors, and

associated capabilities to develop. Many companies

shifting decision-making away from experience-

use a digital foundry for this purpose. A digital

based to data-based far more efficiently than lean

foundry sets a mission and strategy, manages the

processes alone could ever do. Moreover, targeted,

portfolio of digital lean investments and activities

strategic digital lean efforts do not necessarily

to develop capabilities, and scales the digital lean

require significant upfront investment to realize

solutions across the enterprise.

benefits in weeks.
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• People, process, and technology

Then, start small with a pilot where the solution
can capture measurable new value and where the

readiness—Choose a target where the

people, process, and technology are ready for

personnel are familiar with and enjoy

change. Consider the following specific

experimentation, where process execution

characteristics and attributes when selecting a

discipline is strong, and where production lines

target to pilot for digital lean capabilities:

already have a level of connectivity and
integration to save time and expense.

• Compelling operational issue—Look for a
• Measurable impact—Determine in the pilot

production line or work cell where there is a
critical issue to be solved involving an asset that

planning how the impact will be measured. Not

is used widely within the plant or across the

all scaled digital lean efforts generate enough

manufacturing plant network. An already

value to meet the business case.

extremely high-performing production line may
enjoy benefits from digital lean, but such

Scaling fast can generate the business case value.

benefits will likely be less than ideal for an

Most digital lean efforts meet the business case

initial pilot that is bearing the cost of

while scaling the solution, not during the initial

development of capabilities. Good places to

pilot. Each scaled pilot helps realize value and

start often include lines or assets with

build the capabilities that are defined while

bottlenecks (select a process, value stream, or

thinking big. Determine the order of assets, lines,

sub-value stream with a clear bottleneck

or plants to scale, and develop and execute plans

resulting in low OEE, such as high downtime);

accordingly during the pilot. Scaling usually occurs

or with quality defects (situations where scrap

in one plant, then in other similar plants, then to a

and defective products are created at a specific

broader network. When the solution’s measured

step and not immediately detected are ideal).

value does not meet expectations during scaling,
identify the reasons why (e.g., a bottleneck in the
same value stream limited the solution’s value).

Digital lean provides new ways to eliminate waste and make people, processes, and technology
more productive. Coupled with a deliberate, value-driven approach, digital lean can put
companies on a new productivity frontier that can lead to a factory with higher efficiency and
lower operating costs than ever would be possible with traditional lean manufacturing.
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